
ELEVATED STYLE ON

YOUR



Brushes Invisible
Absorbs oil, adds body and refreshes hair instantly
Formulated by professional NYC stylists with sea
botanicals and bamboo

Skip a wash and bring back volume with this Volumizing
Dry Shampoo. Formulated with a fresh scent of Jasmine
and fig leaf, this formula brushes invisible and absorbs oil
instantly refreshed looks.

Absorbs oil, adds texture and body for perfectly undone                
effortless looks.                                                                                           
Instantly refreshes next-day hair with a soft hold without             
that stiffy, gritty residue.                                                                                                               
 Formulated by professional NYC stylists with hydrolyzed                                      
wheat protein                                                                                            

This light weight formula combines dry shampoo and hairspray     
 for a refreshed look full of volume and texture with a soft,                 
flexible hold.                                                                                                      

VOLUMIZING DRY SHAMPOO

3-in-1 dry texture spray
THE DO-IT-ALL

dry touch



Provides lightweight hold and conditioning
Fights frizz and humidity
Formulated by professional NYC stylists to fight frizz and
enhance curls

This curl cream provides excellent curl retention and humidity
resistance to curly and wavy hair while eliminating frizz and
adding definition to flat styles. great for anyone who styles wet
hair out of the shower, but can also be used throughout the day to
maintain curl shape.

              

Sets styles for long-lasting control
Resists humidity, tames flyaways and keeps frizz in check.
formulated by professional NYC stylists to set your style
without stiffness 

This medium hold finishing spray provides humidity resistance
and tames flyaways without the stiffness.

              

CURL POWER
Nourishing curl cream

Under control
Finishing Spray



Brushes invisible, green coconut scent.
Adsorbs oil, refreshes hair instantly and leaves it feeling silky
soft.
Formulated by a professional NYC stylist with sea botanicals,
bamboo, coconut oil and biotin

Wake your hair up with fullness and an intoxicating fresh coconut
scent. This nourishing dry shampoo revives second-day with
fullness and a soft and silk-smooth finish.

              

Happy Place
Nourishing dry shampoo

The Body Guard
Protective texture spray

Sets styles for long-lasting control
Resists humidity, tames flyaways and keeps frizz in check
Formulated by a professional NYC stylist to set your style
without stiffness

This medium hold finishing spray provides humidity resistance
and tames flyaways without the stiffness

              



Frizz control and workable hold for  weightless curls.
Long lasting formula conditions and volumizes with crunch
free movement.
Formulated by a professional NYC stylist to fight frizz and
enhance curls.

This whipped mousse delivers volumne to flat hair and bounce to
naturally wavy hair and curly hair with a weightless hold. Sculps
your style with long lasting definition.

              

So Whipped
Whipped Mousse


